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TRAINING IN THE BUSINESS WORKPLACE
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Unit abstract Aim and purpose The aim of this unit is to develop learners‘ skills and knowledge of performance improvement in the workplace, through understanding the importance of staff training and development by identifying training needs, translating these needs into training programmes, and evaluating their success. Unit introduction Staff training and development are key to running a successful organisation. It is appropriate at all levels of the organisational structure. This unit aims to develop knowledge and understanding of the importance of ensuring that the type of training and development for different personnel is meets both the organisation‘s and individual‘s objectives, and as such this will vary in level and duration. It may be skill or knowledge based. It may be designed to inform the strategic decision-making process or it may be aimed at improving the operational side of an organisation‘s activities. Successful organisations recognise that their training programmes need to be planned and managed. Managers need to have wellplanned training cycles in place. Training and development requirements need to be updated constantly. This is important if organisations are to compete effectively in the environment or markets they operate in. These may be local, regional, national or global. The common denominator is that these markets are subject to change which can often be rapid. This unit introduces how changes may be caused by a variety of factors, for example new technology, new legislation or increased competition. It is important therefore that organisations plan their training and development requirements. Managers need to know how to identify training needs across the organisation, and it is important for learners to appreciate that training methods are varied and these will need to be appropriate to the required training. All training has a cost to the organisation. Managers need to be able to provide training programmes within their training budgets. The outcomes of training programmes need to be evaluated. Managers will need to devise appropriate ways of assessing or measuring the impact
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of staff training. The process of managing the training cycle is important to an organisation. If it is well managed, staff will have the correct range of up-to-date skills and knowledge that will allow them to perform their jobs effectively. Learning outcomes On completion of this unit a learner should: 1 Understand why organisations need to train their workforce 2 Know the ways organisations identify their training needs 3 Be able to plan and deliver a training programme 4 Be able to assess the effectiveness of a training programme. Assessment and grading criteria In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit. Grading criteria To achieve a pass grade the evidence must show that the learner is able to: P1 Explain how the training needs



To achieve a merit grade the evidence must show that, in addition to the pass criteria, the learner is able to: M1 Compare the training needs for



To achieve a distinction grade the evidence must show that, in addition to the pass and merit criteria, the learner is able to: D1 Assess the importance for an



for an organisation are linked to the



staff



organisation of training its staff,



different levels within its structure



organisation



at



different



levels



in



an



using appropriate examples from different levels



P2 Describe what an organisation



M2 Explain the importance for an



needs to consider when identifying



organisation (and its employees) of



its training needs



identifying its training needs



P3



Plan



suitable



development



activities for a training programme



M3 explain the importance of the



D2 Evaluate the planning, design and



factors which need to be considered



delivery of a training programme.



when



planning,



designing



and



delivering a training programme P4 Conduct a review of the success



D3 Evaluate the effectiveness of a



of a training programme



training programme
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LEARNING OUTCOME 1: UNDERSTAND WHY ORGANISATIONS NEED TO TRAIN THEIR WORKFORCE. Everybody is ignorant only on different subjects.



CHAPTER OBJECTIVES When you have study this chapter you should be able to: 



Explain how the training needs for an organisation are linked to levels within its structure (P1)







Compare the training needs for staff at different levels in an organisation (M1)







Assess the importance for an organisation of training its staff, using appropriate examples from different levels (D!)



1.1. Overview Staff training and development is one of the keys to running a successful organisation. It is appropriate at all levels of the organisational structure. The type of training and development required by different personnel will vary in level and duration. It may be skills based or knowledge based. It may be designed to inform the strategic decision-making process or it may be aimed at improving the operational side of an organisation‘s activities. Successful organisations recognise that their training programmes need to be planned and managed. Managers need to have well-planned training cycles in place. Training and development requirements need to be constantly updated. This is important if organisations are to compete effectively in the environment or markets in which they operate. These may be local, regional, national or global. The common denominator is that these markets are subject to change which can often be rapid. Changes may be caused by a variety of factors, for example new technology, new legislation or increased competition. Therefore, it is important that organisations plan their training and development requirements. Managers need to know how to identify training needs across the 1



organisation. Methods of delivering the training are varied and these will need to be appropriate to the training required. It may be useful to clarify one or two concepts before discussing techniques for identifying training needs. Firstly, let us look at the concept ‗training need‘: ‗Training need is the difference between actual and required human



performance at work forms the basis of the need‘ (Anderson) This neatly sums up the concept. Other writers use terms such as ‗performance gap‘ to convey the same concept. Organisations are dealing with people, and that these ‗gaps‘ may be sources of embarrassment to the organisation, the beginnings of disciplinary proceedings, or the causes of deep-seated resentment for some people. It is all too easy to go blundering about – enthusiastically determining training needs with insufficient regard to the feelings of the individuals involved. Attempts to soften this by using language such as ‗not yet competent‘ can never be wholly successful. Many members of the training profession prefer to use the term ‗learning need‘ rather than ‗training need‘ because it is more learner-centred and covers a wider range of possible solutions than training need‘ does. However, the difference is rather subtle - especially for line managers to appreciate – and both terms are appropriate in many circumstances. A further difficulty is that a training need is only one of several possible causes of performance gap. The others are: 



Poor resources







Lack of ability







Lack of motivation.



It is not always easy to determine the reasons, underlying poor performance. Many people find it easiest to blame others, or to blame poor resources. Of course, sometimes they are right to do so. Investigation is needed to determine where the root of the performance gap lies. There may be more than one of these factors involved. 2



1. 2. Training Needs Training needs are the difference what the employees can do now and what they required to do in order to carry out their job effectively. Miller (2002) defined training as ―the acquisition of skills, competence or attitudes that result in improved



performance



within



the



job



environment‖. A ―need‖ is generally defined as a gap between what is currently in place and what is needed, now and in the future. Staff training and development are fundamental activities in all successful organisations. They are very important in ensuring that employees make an effective contribution to the aims and objectives of the organisation. All organisations operate in a dynamic environment, irrespective of their size and sector. They all need to ensure that their staff are well trained to meet the demands of operating in a modern economy. Training requirements will change over time for all organisations. In educational organisations, for example, all tutors and support staff now require significant training and development on the use of information learning technology in the classroom. Changing legislation requires support staff in education to be trained and aware of equal opportunities and nondiscriminatory practices. Effective training and development programmes will be planned to meet the current and future needs across the organisation. Training and development is relevant to all employees at all levels. Training programmes may have elements which are common to all employees, such as training on how to use a new telephone system. There will also be specific training programmes to meet the needs and requirements of employees at different levels, in different sections or departments, and in
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different job roles. For example, middle management training or the training of reception staff in customer service skills will be different. It is important to understand how training needs are linked to organisational, departmental and individual needs. There are four types of need: 



Organisational training needs







Departmental training needs







Individual training needs







Occupational training needs



1.3 Organisational level An organisational training need is one that applies to the whole organisations. The training needs can be classified into two main sub-categories: 1. Training needs which must be met to produce change. Changes to situations such as: 



Changes in strategic objectives (increase in profit, increase turnover, becoming a market leader); and







Changes in operational objectives (increase productivity, improve health and safety, create more flexible workforce, introduction of succession training, improve job performance and motivation)



2. Training needs which are generated by change. Changes such as: 



New products are being made or sold;







New technology has been introduced;







New legislation is affecting the organisations;







New managerial system (e.g. Total Quality Management) are being introduced;







The ownership of the organisations has changed; and







There have been acquisitions, mergers, disposals, or other structural changes
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1.3.1 Strategic Objectives Well-managed small businesses usually start their planning process with a broad mission statement or vision. While this starting point is both necessary and admirable, it usually does not become useable by management until the mission is translated into a strategic plan that is then used to guide operations. Strategic objectives relate to increase in profit, increase turnover and becoming a market leader (Petryni: 2007). It is important to gain an understanding of the difference between strategic and operational objectives because this distinction plays a major role in the conversion of an overarching vision into concrete, specific tasks. Strategic objectives are long-term organizational goals that help to convert a mission statement from a broad vision into more specific plans and projects. They set the major benchmarks for success and are designed to be measurable, specific and realistic translations of the mission statement that can be used by management to guide decision-making. Strategic objectives are usually developed as a part of a two- to four-year plan that identifies key strengths and weaknesses and sets out the specific expectations that will allow the company or organization to achieve its more broad-based mission or vision statement. Operational Objectives Operational objectives are daily, weekly or monthly project benchmarks that implement larger strategic objectives. Operational objectives, also called tactical objectives, are set out with strategic objectives in mind and provide a means for management and staff to break down a larger strategic goal into workable tasks. For example, achieving the strategic goal of a 25 percent increase in sales revenue requires the completion of the operational objective to develop and execute an effective advertising strategy along with other operational objectives. Operational objectives in the human resources department help meet strategic goals such as improved recruiting, retention and labor cost management. An example of an operational objective to reduce labor costs is to improve scheduling. This helps reduce labor costs by avoiding overtime, decreasing the use of more expensive contract labor, reducing turnover and avoiding the need to add a shift. HR would work with the production and sales departments to learn when large orders might occur and when there will be slow times. This allows production 5



to schedule higher output during slow periods to ensure there is product on hand during busy periods, avoiding extra labor costs during those times. Improving the operations of a production area is a common operational objective. Production areas include the factory of a manufacturer, kitchen of a restaurant or service area of an auto repair shop. Improving production includes increasing output, decreasing costs and raising quality. Improving quality as an operational objective helps improve sales, strengthen a brand and decrease returns and the costs associated with repairs and make-goods. Improved scheduling, new equipment and worker training are operational objectives that increase productivity and reduce costs. Satisfying legislation Some aspects of training are directly governed by legislation. Legislation impacts on the role of training in organisations.



Specific legislation requires that employees should be trained in



certain aspects of the law. Royal Decree 14 of 1993 regulates working conditions in Bahrain. It deals with the use of expat labour, working hours and so forth. Chapter 12 of the Decree regulates health and safety to ensure a safe and secure workplace. All employees should be trained on the requirements of the Decree. Trainers in organisations need to make sure that they are aware of the relevant legislation and comply with it, irrespective whatever field they are training in. There is further consideration given to issues around discrimination later in the book. Other than by means of legislation, the government seeks to influence skills development through providing a coordinating function. The Government in Bahrain established the Quality Assurance Authority in Education and Training (QAAET) in Bahrain to improve the quality of education and training.



The Government is also in a process to develop a National



Qualifications Framework to regulate the education and training in Bahrain.
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Investors in People Investors in People (IiP) is a business improvement tool administered by UK Commission for Employment and Skills and was launched in 1991 and is the most successful framework for business improvement through people in the UK.



It is used by more than 35,000



organisations in over 50 countries. IiP is a proven organisational



development



framework



that



helps



You can visit the following website for more information on Investors in People http://iipnorth.co.uk/



organisations to realise people potential and improve performance. IiP focuses on developing and harnessing the skills of people to assist organisations to achieve real results and continuous improvement.



1.4 Departmental level Departmental objectives need to be set in order to establish the direction and aims or goals of a department. Departmental objectives address the objectives set at the organisational level in greater detail. Departmental objectives may be developed by departmental heads in conjunction with those who set organisational objectives, but sometimes be presented to departmental heads rather than agreed with them. Every single member of the department needs to be aware of the departmental objectives and to understand how individually they play their part in achieving them. Departmental training needs refer to: 



Sales targets







Customer service improvements







Changes in job roles (job rotation)







New equipment and procedures







New technology







New range of customers







Changes in teams
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1.5 Individual level An individual training need exists for just one person, or for a very small population. Organizational training needs exist in a large group of employees such as the entire population with the same job classification. That happens, for example, when all clerks must be trained in a new procedure, or all managers in new policy. A manager in a specialized department, however, may develop an individual training need when some new technology is introduced into that field. Areas that influence the need for training are as follows: 



Appraisal/performance review







Job sharing and job rotation







Promotion







Changes in job role







Individual needs



1.5.1 Appraisal/Performance review Poor performance is one reason to train people. Poor performance is a lack of competence – that is to say, lack of knowledge or skills. The lack of competence may be linked to poor motivation or to lack of opportunities. Competence comes through learning, learning through experience or training or both. Performance appraisals are designed to help manage and evaluate employees and are also used to develop or train employees. Performance management involves three key areas: 



Performance improvement – for individual employees, for teams and for the organisation itself;







Development – of individual employees and teams in order to ensure performance improves; and
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Management of behavior – to encourage employees to behave in ways that bring about better working relations.



1.5.2 Job sharing and job rotation According to the business dictionary (http://www.businessdictionary.com) is job sharing an alternative work schedule in which two employees voluntarily share the responsibilities of one full time job, and receive salary and benefits on pro-rata basis. Job sharing creates regular part time (half days, alternative days, alternative weeks, etc.) where there was one full time position, and thus avoids a total loss of employment in a layoff. Job rotation is according to the business directory (http://www.businessdictionary.com), a job design technique in which employees are moved between two or more jobs in a planned manner. The objective is to expose the employees to different experiences and wider variety of skills to enhance job satisfaction and to cross-train them.



1.5.3 Promotion A promotion is the advancement of an employee's rank or position in an organizational hierarchy system. Promotion may be an employee's reward for good performance, i.e., positive appraisal. Before a company promotes an employee to a particular position it ensures that the person is able to handle the added responsibilities by screening the employee with interviews and tests and giving them training or on-the-job experience. A promotion can involve advancement in terms of designation, salary and benefits, and in some organizations the type of job activities may change a great deal. The opposite of a promotion is a demotion. When one person moves into a position of greater responsibility, it may presume that there will be a gap between that person's inventory and the knowledge and skill required to perform properly in the new position and therefore there is a need to train this person.
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1.5.4 Change in job role Business needs, product demand or staff levels may justify changing employee job responsibilities or roles. Simply changing an employee's duties and tasks could minimize the expense of bringing on new staff or expecting overtime hours from other employees. Training will ensure that the employee completely understands the changes, how to perform the new job duties and has the support of leadership in adopting her new responsibilities.



Even if no



promotion is involved, switching to new responsibilities is a signal that there may be a temporary mismatch between what the employee can already do and what must be done to perform satisfactorily in the new placement.



1.5.5 Individual needs Training needs at individual level are identified during an appraisal or performance review, when there is a promotion, changes in job role and needs that the individual may have. Examples of training needs are as follows: 



Additional responsibilities were given to Zahra Abdulla and she is now responsible for completing production records. She needs training to do this as it was not part of her work previously.







Ahmed is going to be visiting the Madrid office quite frequently and will need to learn Spanish







Jenan has been asked to prepare a detailed training budget for the first time.







If Khadija could operate the switchboard, Miriam could spend longer on the graphic design and the organisation then wouldn‘t need to use an agency to do the Graphic Designs







If Mustafa could do some interviewing, Sawsan could become more involved in training







There is a new software package for Accounts (staff needs to be trained how to use it)







There is a tighter system for access to building to be operated by the security officers







Personnel Officers and Training Officers are to be merged into new roles as Human Resources Consultant
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CASE STUDY: THE APPLE iPAD The iPad is a tablet computer designed,



developed



and



marketed by Apple primarily as a



platform



media



for



audio-visual



including



periodicals,



movies,



books, music,



games, and web content. At about 1.5pounds (680 grams), its size and weight fall between those of contemporary smartphones and laptop computers. Apple's first tablet computer was the Newton MessagePad 100,[16][17] introduced in 1993, which led to the creation of the ARM6 processor core with Acorn Computers. Apple also developed a prototype PowerBook -based tablet, the PenLite, but in order to avoid hurting MessagePad sales did not sell it. Apple released several more Newton-based PDAs, and discontinued the last, the Message Pad 2100, in 1998. With the success of the introduction of portable music player iPod in 2001, Apple reentered the mobile-computing market in 2007 with the iPhone. Smaller than the iPad but featuring a camera and mobile phone, it pioneered the multitouch finger-sensitive touchscreen interface of Apple's mobile operating system—iOS. By late 2009, the iPad's release had been rumored for several years. Mostly referred to as "Apple's tablet", iTablet and iSlate were among the speculated names. The iPad was announced on January 27, 2010. Questions: 1. Based on the case study above, what will be the organisational training needs for Apple‘s iPad? 2. What do you think will be the Departmental training needs for Apple‘s iPad? 11



Activity: In groups – Identify the training needs that may arise with job rotation. Answer the following questions: 1. What is job rotation? 2. How would it influence the training of staff? 3. How may it influence departmental needs?



1.6. Useful Websites www.themanager.org/knowledgebase/HR/motivation.htm articles regarding motivation www.dfes.gov.uk/nvq/ Information on the National Vocational Qualifications in the UK www.qaa.edu.com Information on the Quality Assurance Authority in Education and Training in Bahrain www.solonline.org Society for organisational learning
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LEARNING OUTCOME 2: KNOW THE WAYS ORGANISATIONS IDENTIFY THEIR TRAINING NEEDS ―No one ever listened themselves out of a job‖ Calvin Coolidge



CHAPTER OBJECTIVES When you have study this chapter you should be able to: 



Describe what an organisation needs to consider when identifying its training needs (P2)







Explain the importance for an organisation (and its employees) of identifying its training needs (M2)



2.1. Introduction There are many approaches to the identification of training needs. The identification of training needs involve hard work and the adoption of an analytical and diagnostic approach to try to determine what is required. Some trainers prefer the term ‘training needs analysis’ (TNA) to ‘identification of training needs’ (ITN), but it is the same thing. The approaches to identify training needs are discussed below.
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2.2. The Training Cycle: An Overview Anytime you attended a training program, whether it was already available or developed from scratch, whether it was taught by someone inside your organisation or an external provider, whether it was a program teaching management development skills or word processing skills, chances are that the program was designed by following a specific process. This process is The Training Cycle. The Training Cycle begins long before the training program is conducted and continues after the program



has



been



completed.



Figure 2.1 is an illustration of the five stages of the Training Cycle. It is critical to understand the training process from start to finish and the Training Cycle provides a big picture of the process. Figure 2.1: The training cycle
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2.3. The Training Cycle The following discussion will briefly look at each stage of the training cycle.



2.3.1 Assess and analyse needs This stage of The Training Cycle is called analysis. Generally, you need to conduct an assessment and analyse the data to identify specific needs. There are two main reasons for completing an assessment and analysis. 



First, you want to make sure there is a reason to conduct training. You may discover, after conducting the analysis, that the relevant issue can be addressed by something other than training. For example, you may be able to do on-the-job coaching, or you may feel that an article in the company newsletter alerts employees to the information needed.







Second, if you do determine that training is necessary, the analysis should tell you exactly what should be taught in the training session. It should also help you determine your training objectives. There are many ways to conduct assessments. You can use a formal instrument that measures a person‘s skill or knowledge or one that simply measures a person‘s preference. You can use written questionnaires or you can use personal interviews. If you use interviews, you can meet with individuals one-on-one, or you can conduct small focus groups. Another way to assess a need is to observe an employee working or to take a work sample. You can also use records or reports that already exist.



Your goal in collecting this data is to determine the gap between a job requirement and an individual‘s actual skill or knowledge. Bottom line is to determine what is preventing the desired performance. You use this information in the next stage of The Training Cycle.
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2.3.2 Develop learning objectives After you have determined that there is a legitimate training need, your next step is to state exactly what you want the training to accomplish. You do this by writing objectives. There are two kinds of objectives from two perspectives used in training: 



The learning objective: This is a statement of the performance (knowledge or skill) that is desired after the training has been conducted. Learning objectives should be based on the information you discovered during the analysis step. For example, ―At the end of this training session, participants will be able to design participant-focused learning activities.‖







The training objective: This is a statement of what the instructor hopes to accomplish during the training session. This may be an outcome, or it may be a description of what the instructor plans to do in order to accomplish the learning objectives. For example, ―This session will create a positive learning climate that encourages participants to get involved and to ask questions.‖ Some trainers include both learning and training objectives in their design.



Learning objectives are a required step in every good training design. Training objectives help the trainer to focus on designing and delivering a first-class training program by setting targets for the trainer to achieve. Learners are told what the learning objectives are at the beginning of a training session. And preferably at the same time they are told about the training. But wait, I am getting ahead of myself. I have not yet begun the design process! That‘s what the next stage of The Training Cycle is all about.



2.3.3 Design and develop the program After you determine the objectives, you can begin the program design. This is the stage of The Training Cycle that I like best. You decide exactly what you‘re going to do to accomplish the objectives you set. There are many things to consider in designing a training program.
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Your first decision is whether to design it at all. You may decide instead to buy it off the shelf and customize it. Whether you design or customize, you want to consider who your audience is, what the best training techniques are, how to add creativity to the program, and how to ensure that learning objectives are met. You also build in methods to ensure that the learning is applied back on the job and a process to evaluate the program‘s effectiveness. If you design it, a big task ahead of you is developing the materials. What paper handouts do the learners need? What audiovisual materials and equipment will you use? If it is an online course, what technical support will you require? Will your learners require job aids — either paper or online? While this stage can be exciting, it can also be exhausting.



2.3.4 Implement the design This is The Training Cycle stage where you actually conduct the program. A trainer completes a huge amount of preparation before the program. Even after an excellent job of preparing, there is no guarantee that the program will go off without a hitch. That‘s why some trainers pilot a program with a group of pseudo-learners who provide feedback before the session is ready for prime time. You use both presentation and facilitation skills. As a trainer, you‘re a presenter and a facilitator: 



Presenters provide more information. If much of the information is new or technical, you may need to present. The preferred role, however, is as a facilitator.







Facilitators play more of a catalyst role and ensure learners’ participation. A good trainer is often synonymous with the term ―facilitator.‖



While you‘re conducting the training, you want to constantly read your audience to see whether you‘re meeting their needs. If you see that an approach isn‘t working, stop and try another. Don‘t be afraid to stray from the agenda if that seems to be the audience‘s need. This is the stage where platform experience and good facilitation skills are required.
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2.3.4 Evaluate performance When it‘s over, it‘s not over. The evaluation stage is an important part of The Training Cycle for three reasons: 



First, the evaluation tells you whether or not the objectives were accomplished.







Second, information from the evaluation stage should be fed into the assess and analyse stage. It is used to improve the training program should it be conducted again. This is why this model is circular.







Finally, evaluation information serves as the basis for determining needs for future programs or other changes an organisation may need to make.



2.4. Conducting Needs Assessments Designing training may be like planning a sightseeing tour in a strange country. You have lots of things you would like to do, many things you would like to learn, but you have no idea how far apart any of these things are, what the people will be like, how long it will take, what attire is appropriate, or which activities should be higher priority. When you plan a sightseeing tour, you most likely read a travel guide or two, contact a travel agency and other experts, talk to people who live there, discuss the possibilities with others who have taken a similar tour, and check out the Internet to get the greatest bang for your buck. You want answers about why to go, how to go, what to see, when to go, and with whom you should confer. You collect data about a potential tour. Next, you analyse that data and make a decision. You may consider the cost, required time, and your safety. Your analysis may suggest that the tour you had hoped for is not a good idea, and you may stop planning. On the other hand, the data may suggest that you modify your original ideas. In any case, you have to make a decision about what to do next.
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You have just followed the steps of conducting a needs assessment. 1. Identify a need or data to investigate a problem (you need information about a tour). 2. Determine a plan for gathering data (decide whom you will contact and what to read). 3. Gather the data (talk to people, read books). 4. Analyse the data you collected (can you afford it? is the timing right?). 5. Make a decision (decide to go or not; if yes, use the data to create a travel plan).



2.4.1 The why, how, what, who, and when of needs assessment Like your sightseeing tour, a trainer wants to get the most bang for the buck. That means conducting a needs assessment and analyzing the data. What‘s the root cause of the problem? Is training even the issue?



2.4.2 Why conduct a needs assessment? Why a needs assessment? The ultimate goal of a needs assessment is to determine the current and the desired performance. The difference or the gap between the two is the learning that must occur and the basis for a good training design. Supervisors and managers may approach trainers and request that they conduct training because of some incident that has happened. For example, the cafeteria is getting an unusually high number of customer complaints. Because of this, the trainer may be asked to develop a customer service skills program. Although it may be tempting to quickly put together a customer service training program, it would be much wiser to first determine whether there is really a need for it. An assessment can help you make such a determination. Several more specific reasons for conducting a needs assessment include these: 



Determine whether there is a training requirement. 19







Determine root causes of a poor performance level.







Determine desired performance (training results).







Provide baseline data.







Identify content and scope of training.







Gain participant and organisational support. (Often, folks get on board when they have involvement from the start.)



2.4.3 How to collect data? There are many tools you may use to conduct a needs assessment. Following are a few of the most commonly used approaches. 



Interviews: The trainer uses this technique/tool to identify people who can provide information about the need and then interviews them. The advantage to this type of interview is that you can obtain in-depth information about the situation and you can get others‘ ideas about how to handle the situation. The disadvantage to this type of needs assessment is that it is labor intensive. By the way, although it isn‘t ideal, interviews may be conducted by telephone as well.







Focus groups: Another approach is a focus group. Somewhat like the interview, the trainer identifies key people who can provide information about the need. However, instead of interviewing them individually, the trainer interviews them in groups. There are two advantages to this method. First, the trainer can interview more people in a shorter period of time. Second, the members of the focus group can piggyback off each others‘ ideas. The disadvantage to this approach is that a quiet person may not give his/her point of view. The result may be that the trainer has information provided only by the outspoken members of the group.







Questionnaires: This tool is used when a trainer wants to collect specific information from a large group or a widely dispersed group. The advantages are that you can include many people and the results are clear cut. The disadvantage is that questionnaires may not allow for free expression or unanticipated information; therefore, the trainer may miss some critical data points. Your data is only as good as the questions you create. You probably want to test a new questionnaire on a small group of people to determine what works and
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what doesn‘t. Sometimes, questions can be misinterpreted. Sometimes, questions ask for things they never intended. Sometimes, typos prevent collection of good data also. 



Observation: This is a good needs assessment technique in two circumstances. First, it is useful when a trainer is assessing the need for skill based training. Second, it is a good technique to use when a trainer is asked to conduct a program that changes behavior (for example, customer service, giving constructive feedback, flipping flapjacks, welding an Ibeam). The most important advantage to this technique is that it provides the trainer with a realistic view of the situation. The disadvantages are that it takes a long time and it is labor intensive. In addition, observation can only indicate behavior, not the reasons behind the behavior or action.







Performance data reviews: This technique is used when performance criteria are clear and there is sufficient data available to measure the performance criteria. The advantage to this approach is that the training topics and goals are easier to determine. The trainer need only look at the gap between the criteria and the actual performance. The disadvantage to this approach is that the data may be confounded by other variables, such as equipment downtime or external expectations.







Informal discussions: In this approach, the trainer gathers data about training needs through informal conversations with other employees, supervisors, and managers in the organisation. The advantage of this approach is that the trainer can get candid information that may help in choosing a more formal needs assessment approach. The disadvantage is that it may be biased due to its unsystematic approach.







Knowledge tests: Tests are beneficial in helping trainers identify what to include in a knowledge-based program. The advantage to a skill test is that it measures knowledge versus attitude. A potential disadvantage is that the items on the skill test may not actually reflect the knowledge used on the job.



Note that you may use a combination of the tools listed. Every assessment is different. You don‘t use the same assessment you used to plan your foreign tour to determine how to remodel your bathroom. You may not use the same needs assessment and analysis tool for two training programs, either.
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2.4.4 What criteria will be used to select a data gathering method? Many factors determine which method you use. The following list provides an idea of what you, your department, or the organisation want to consider. 



Time: What is your turnaround time?







Cost: How much money is available for the assessment? Hiring someone from the outside to conduct focus groups can be costly.







Comfort level and trust: What is the climate within your organisation? Can you rely on the data?







Size of the population to be surveyed: How many people need to be involved in the assessment?







Confidentiality required: Is confidentiality an issue for individuals in the organisation?







Reliability and validity needed: To what extent is this critical? How will the assessment methodology affect reliability and validity?







Culture of the organisation: What have employees been used to in the past, and how may different methods be perceived? What about the culture? For example, an open organisational structure may encourage focus groups while an hierarchical organisation is more likely to administer anonymous surveys.







Location of those to be surveyed: Are a large number of people located remotely? Who will be trained?



As important as it is to determine whether there is a training need, it is equally important to learn as much about your audience as you can. You discover much about your audience in the data-gathering part of your needs assessment. However, in some instances, someone else will have completed the assessment and the analysis. Your job may be to just deliver the program. At those times, you may find it useful to gain additional information about your participants before the training occurs.
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2.4.5 When do you begin the needs assessment? As quickly as you can! You want as much time as possible to design and develop the training. It‘s a big job. No matter how extensive and complete your assessment and analysis are, it is always a good idea to conduct a mini needs assessment at the beginning of each session. I like to chart responses to the question, ―What are your hopes and fears for this session?‖ Other trainers simply ask for each participant‘s expectation. This does two things: 



It helps you determine whether your design is on the mark.







It gives participants an opportunity to state their expectations.



Besides, it‘s a great way for people to start participating early using the subject as the topic. Note that you may uncover a few misperceptions. You may also need to make a few slight modifications to meet all the needs. This is all in a day‘s work for a trainer. Even if participants have expectations that you cannot meet during this session, you can discuss this with them at the first break to determine how you may help them.



2.5 SKILLS AUDITS A skills audit is an investigation which is undertaken to determine the actual skills of the current workforce in order to define the skills gaps and real skills requirements of the organisation. The ultimate aims of a skills audit are: 



What skills actually exist within the organisation







How they compare with the organisational skills requirements as determined through workforce planning and job analysis process (relating to organisational objectives0







What the skills development priorities are







What training is needed to allow staff to obtain the necessary skills needed by them



A skills audit requires money, time and expertise.



Many organisations undertake training



without doing a proper skills audit. Often there is no systematic plan to predict future skills requirements and if these requirements can be addressed by training. 23



2.5.1 Conducting a skills audit Successful workplace planning and training include a skills audit to determine the real skills requirements of the organisation. Skills audits include: 



Proper workforce planning







Proper job analysis







Identifying and defining the skills requirements of the organisation based on organisational, departmental and individual factors







Defining training priorities







Identifying training programmes







Implementing training programmes







Evaluating training programmes



2.5.2 Sources for skills audits Several sources of information can be used in gathering the necessary information.



The



following are examples of methods of gathering data for skills development (training) needs: 



Searching existing personnel records







Individual interviews







Group interviews







Assessment centers







Observation







Questionnaires







Job analysis







Performance evaluations
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2.6 Benchmarking Benchmarking offers a number of benefits to the organisation. It helps to compare staff or themselves against successful staff or other organisations to identify training or improvement strategies. It enables staff to learn from other staff and it helps to create a need for change in the organisation by showing the how procedures and work assignments should be altered and resources reallocated.



Benchmarking involves observing the best practices in other



organisations or department and it helps to compare the own performance with others Steps involved in effective benchmarking process: 1. Determine the key performance areas that need to be benchmarked 2. Identify the most relevant staff and best organisations in the relevant industry 3. Set the key standards and variables that need to be measured 4. Measure the standard variables regularly and objectively 5. Develop an action plan to gain or maintain superiority over competitors 6. Specify training programs and actions to implement the action plan and monitor the ongoing performance of staff.



2.7 Continuous Professional Development Continuing Professional Development (CPD) or Continuing Professional Education (CPE) is the means by which staff maintains, improve and broaden their knowledge and skills and develop the personal qualities required in their professional lives.



CPD is defined as the holistic



commitment to structured skills enhancement and personal or professional competence CPD can also be defined as the conscious updating of professional knowledge and the improvement of professional competence throughout a person's working life. It is a commitment to being professional, keeping up to date and continuously seeking to improve. It is the key to optimizing a person's career opportunities, both today and for the future
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2.8 Summary Different methods have been identified to assist in identifying training needs. Organisations may use one or a combination of these methods in identifying training needs. methods are resource intensive.



All these



Trainers can seldom operate or implement any of these



methods without approval from management.



2.9 USEFUL WEBSITES http://adulted.about.com Information on adult education www.businessballs.com Free material and exercises www.cipd.co.uk



Information



about



Continuous
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Professional



Development.



LEARNING OUTCOME 3: PLAN AND DELIVER A TRAINING PROGRAMME Creative minds have always been known to survive any kind of bad training. CHAPTER OBJECTIVES When you have finished this chapter you should be able to: 



Plan suitable development activities for a training programme (P3)







Explain the importance of the factors to be considered which need to be considered when planning, designing and delivering a training programme (M3)







Evaluate the planning, design and delivery of a training programme (D1)



3.1. Introduction It is very imperative that organisations should fully outline their training plan and how it should be delivered. The purpose of a training plan is to identify the work to be carried out to achieve agreed objectives. A training plan is the cornerstone of the training management process. It defines objectives, sets priorities, plans resource allocations, ensures that training funds are appropriately spent, and evaluates the effectiveness of training programs. It is a ―blueprint‖ for how the organisations will set program direction for training activities and manage training resources for a one-to-five-year period. Each department/sections of the organisations should manage and plan its training program based on the strategic goals of the organisations. By developing and implementing a training plan, the organisations can assure a competent and skilled workforce, accurate training budget forecasting, and analyses and projections for current and future training needs. Also, it is very
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important that you will include your organisation‘s mission and vision statements and customer base in the introduction to your Annual Training Plan. We will look at learning objectives and how to write it, how to use Bloom‘s taxonomy in the development of learning objectives , delivery methods and training budgets and costs.



3.2. Learning Objectives The purpose of training is expressed through the use of stated aims and objectives. Words such as ―aim‖, ‖objective‖, ‖goal‖, ‖target‖ and ―purpose‖ are used in different ways according to the context. There has long been controversy about exactly how ―objective‖ should be defined. The current consensus favours the views of those who believe that objective are meaningless unless they describe terminal behaviours in very precise, measureable and observe terms. That viewpoint, which is widely held, will be discussed before considering different attitudes. With regard to training, we can consider the following as usable definitions: 



Aim: a general statement of the purpose of a programme of training



―To train trainers to be more effective in the way they manage their time‖







Objective: a definition of the behavior that the person will be able to display at the end of the training.



―The trainee will be able to locate, active and operate the widget machine so as to produce widgets to the company standard at the rate of 100 units per hour‖.
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3.3. Writing Objectives After you complete the needs assessment, analyze the data, and ascertain the need for training, you develop the objectives for the training. Learning objectives are written for the learner. You may also choose to write training objectives which are for the design and development of the training. Learning objectives are a requirement. Many trainers do not write training objectives Obviously, it is easier for precise objectives to be set in terms of speed and accuracy for readily measured outputs (e.g. typing) than for sophisticated behavioral outputs (e.g. motivating people). Nevertheless, statements can be made which give reasonable indication of what the training is meant to achieve: “The trainee will be able to initiate conversation with the customer in a friendly and businesslike way which will create a positive impression of both the trainee and the company‖. With such a statement, whether or not the objective has been met will still be a subjective decision – but at least there is a guideline to judge against. Note the use of the definite ―will be able to‖ followed by an active verb. This clearly expresses the required behavior. Phrases such as ―should be able to‖ are considered to be too open imprecise. Similarly, words such as ―know‖, ―understand‖ or appreciate are considerate to be too open to differences in interpretation for use in objectives. Also, they are not observed. How can you tell if someone know something? Well, you can ask them to state or write what they know. If this is really what is required, then we should say so. Words like state or write should therefore form part of the objective. It can be seen that if so written, the objective will give us a clear idea of how to approach the measurement or assessment necessary to confirm the achievement of the desired learning.
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If a lot of detail is required for a training programme to be constructed, objectives must be stated for each component part of the programme. These are sometimes termed learning unit objective and can be expressed with whatever precision is required in terms of standards and also with reference to the conditions under which the performance is required. They may be written in three –column format as shown in Table 3.1. Table 3.1: The components of an objective Performance Type a presentation



Conditions



Standards



Computer is available



No typing errors



PowerPoint is available



Summarized information Good clear pictures Presentation is well planned and structured



An alternative is to combine the conditions and standards into a test of performance that will indicate whether the desired performance outcome has been achieved: see Table 3.2. Table 3.2: Test of performance Performance



Test of performance



To type a business letter



In an office situation using Word for Windows from a handwritten original of 400 words at 40 words per minute or faster with no more than 10 errors before spell-checking, and no more than 2 errors after spell- checking



The objective must -



State what the trainee will be doing when demonstrating his or her achievement, and how you will know when he or she is doing it



-



Define the important conditions



-



Define the standards of performance required.



Write as many separate objectives as are needed to achieve clarity and let the learner know the objectives.
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3.3.1 What objectives should do Learning objectives are written to specify the performance (knowledge or skill) that is desired after the training has been completed. The following sections spell out the four elements you want to include in your learning objectives.



3.3.2 Specifying exactly what the learner will be able to do Please read the section about Bloom‘s Taxonomy, the hierarchy of learning outcomes. This is the point in The Training Cycle where Bloom‘s Taxonomy comes in handy: specifying exactly what the learner will know or be able to do at the end of the training experience. Do you want the learners to have knowledge about the subject? Comprehension? Be able to apply the information? Analyze or synthesize it? Or do you want them to be able to make judgments about the information? Because the goal of most training that you conduct is to improve skills, you most often select verbs from the application column. However, there are other objectives to training programs that may not require application, but merely comprehension. And, of course, there are also times when you want the learner to go beyond application. The list of verbs associated with the six levels in Table 4-1 helps you to select a verb that fits the level of learning. Deciding whether you‘ve written a good objective An objective should meet several criteria. It should be specific so that there is no question about what you mean. It should be measurable, meaning you should be able to count it or determine with a distinct yes or no whether it was accomplished. An objective should be attainable — no pie in the sky statement, yet it should not be so easy to attain that it isn‘t worth the paper on which it is written. An objective should be relevant to the mission of the organisations, to the change that is desired, to achieve the greater goal. And finally, it should be time bound, meaning: When is the individual expected to achieve the objective: by the end of the training session, within a month?
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3.3.3 Smart Objectives The above text specifically relates to learning objectives. For the sake of completeness, and to avoid confusion, let us briefly consider objectives which are set for performance. Setting and agreeing objectives is generally seen as an appropriate way for a manager to agree performance criteria with a subordinate. Poorly set objectives, however, make later evaluation of achievement difficult. To be affective, should be SMART: -



Specific – as clear and as precise as possible. This is sometimes given as ‗simple‘.



-



Measurable – quantifiable, as far as is appropriate. Note that some very important objectives (e.g. to improve teamwork) may be hard to measure, but quantification may be helped by the use of an indicator (e.g. to reduce the number of transfer requests).



-



Agreed – the process by which objectives are set is very important. The more an employee participates in setting goals, the more likely he or she is to show commitment to their achievement. This is sometimes given as ‗achievable‘ – but that means must the same as ‗realistic‘.



-



Realistic – challenging, significant, but not impossible. An unrealistic objective produces despair and no extra effort. Too easy an objective may actually lower effort.



-



Timed – make it clear by when the objective should be accomplished.



When agreeing objectives with others, focus on meaningful issues. It is best to confine the number of objectives to between three and six key areas of the job. Revise the objectives as and when circumstances change. If an objective is set but then not mentioned for months, the person who is supposed to meet the objective may well conclude that it does not really matter. Schedule periodic progress reviews for maximum effect.
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3.4. TYPES OF TRAINING METHODS: There are a number of delivery methods a trainer can choose from. It is however important to know which method will address the purpose of the proposed training. Trainings in an organization can be divided to two broad types. They are on-the-job trainings and off-the-job trainings.



3.4.1 On-the-job training On-the-job-training (OJT) is job training that occurs in the work place. The new employee learns the job while doing the job and while earning his or her pay check. The employee works alongside experienced workers at their place of work. Usually, the on-the-job training process involves one employee—usually a supervisor or an experienced employee—passing knowledge and skills on to a novice employee. Typically OJT includes verbal and written instruction, demonstration and observation, and hands-on practice and imitation. On-the-job training takes place in a normal working situation, using the actual tools, equipment, documents or materials that trainees will use when fully trained. It has a general reputation as most effective for vocational work. On the job training is also called hands on training The advantages of on-the-job training are: 



OJT can be cost-effective for the business since a separate training program isn't required and the training is part of the actual work shifts.







No extra equipment is needed as the new worker learns on the equipment needed for the job anyway.







On the job training often works out really well for the new employee since traditional training periods tend to have a training allowance that may be lower than the regular pay scale for the job.
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On the other hand, on-the-job training may not be rigorous, efficient or systematic and that some workers may not be good at teaching their own skills; they may pass on bad work practices as well as good ones. After a training program is finished and new employees begin to work on their own, the training process—inputs, the training program, and outputs—must be assessed to make sure that it successfully prepared workers for their tasks and any necessary modifications should be made.



3.4.2 Off-the-job training Off the job training involves employees taking training courses away from their place of work. This is often also referred to as "formal training". Off the job training courses might be run by the business' training department or by external providers. This occurs when workers are taken away from their place of work to be trained. This may take place at training agency or local college, although many larger firms also have their own training centers. Training can take the form of lectures or self-study and can be used to develop more general skills and knowledge that can be used in a variety of situations, e.g. management skills program. Off-the-job techniques include lectures, special study, audio visual conferences or discussions, case studies, role playing, simulation, programmed instructions, and laboratory trainings. Most of these techniques are too costly.
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3.4.3 The Internal and External Training More and more businesses are recognizing the need to invest in training for their employees. Whether this involves equipping their staff with the new skills required to operate the latest computer software, or simply an opportunity to refresh existing skills, in today's candidate driven market the provision of training is vital in order to retain existing staff as well as to attract new recruits. But how do you decide on the best way of providing training and do you rely on internal experience or external expert knowledge and support? While internal training is important and can be invaluable in some areas of development, the external training process can add interest, give a greater breadth of experience and working practices, and equally important is the freedom to be able to choose a course and a style of learning that is suitable for each individual, rather than the department or team as a whole. Each individual member of the workforce will have different needs, both in terms of the type of training they require, the level of training and of course the time needed to train. Possibly the biggest benefit of drawing on the expertise of an external trainer is the attraction of gaining a nationally recognized certification - providing your staff with confidence that they're receiving quality training, and your company the knowledge that it has quality trained staff. An internal trainer - is someone who works inside the company and is paid a salary plus employee benefits; while, external trainer - is someone hired from outside the company as an independent contractor. 3.4.3.1 Advantages of using internal trainer: They are less expensive; They know the business and culture; Empathy and credibility - In some companies, especially successful ones, internal trainers carry more credibility because they have "walked in our shoes"; and Continuity and integration 35



3.4.3.2 Advantages of using external trainers: Internal expertise may be missing; Innovation; Ability and willingness to take risks; Better use of internal resources and they are easy to fire; Generally people look to external sources for expertise and knowledge which provides more credibility to the process. If you are using internal trainers, you should consider sending them on a train-the-trainer course to ensure their training methods and materials are up to date and effective. Alternatively, if you don't have the necessary skills in-house, you could buy an off-the-shelf or tailor-made course.



3.5. Delivery Methods There are a number of different methods that can be used to train staff.



These methods



include the following: 



Training courses







Projects







Shadowing







Mentoring







Seminars







Secondments







Coaching







E-learning







Conferences







Action learning







Distance learning







Assignments







Workshops



3.5.1 Training courses Special courses can be established by business organisations in numerous ways as a part of their development programmes. First, there are courses which the organisations themselves establish to be taught by members of the organisation. Some organisations have regular instructors assigned to their training and development departments. A second approach to special courses is for organisations to work with universities or institutes in establishing a course or series of courses to be taught by instructors of these institutes. A third approach is for the organisations to send personnel to programmes established by the universities, institutes and 36



other bodies, Such courses are organised for a short period ranging from 2-3 days to a few weeks.



3.5.2 Mentoring We all have a need for insight that is outside of our normal life and educational experience. The power of mentoring is that it creates a one-of-a-kind opportunity for collaboration, goal achievement, and problem solving. Mentoring is a powerful personal development and empowerment tool. It is an effective way of helping people to progress in their careers and is becoming increasing popular as its potential is realized. It is a partnership between two people (mentor and mentee) normally working in a similar field or sharing similar experiences. It is a helpful relationship based upon mutual trust and respect. A mentor is a guide who can help the mentee to find the right direction and who can help them to develop solutions to career issues. Mentors rely upon having had similar experiences to gain an empathy with the mentee and an understanding of their issues. Mentoring provides the mentee with an opportunity to think about career options and progress. A mentor should help the mentee to believe in himself/herself and boost his/her confidence. A mentor should ask questions and challenge, while providing guidance and encouragement. Mentoring allows the mentee to explore new ideas in confidence. It is a chance to look more closely at yourself, your issues, opportunities and what you want in life. Mentoring is about becoming more self aware, taking responsibility for your life and directing your life in the direction you decide, rather than leaving it to chance. There are a number of delivery methods a trainer can choose from. It is however important to know which method will address the purpose of the proposed training. Below is a summary of some of the most basic delivery methods of training.
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3.5.3 Coaching Coaching by a supervisor is an important and potentially effective approach if supervisor is properly trained and oriented. The technique involves direct personnel instruction and guidance, usually, with extensive demonstration and continuous critical evaluation and correction. The advantage is increased motivation for the trainee and the minimisation of the problem of learning transfer from theory to practice. The danger in this method lies in the possible neglect of coaching by superior.



3.5.4 Action Learning: Action learning is a an educational process which involves working on real challenges, using the knowledge and skills of a small group of people combined with skilled questioning, to reinterpret old and familiar concepts and produce fresh ideas. This concept is close to learning by doing and teaching through examples and repetitions. Action learning is a highly successful problem solving methodology for small groups which captures the best thinking of all group members and enriches their abilities to tackle important issues, take action and learn from the effects of that action. Action learning is done in conjunction with others, in small groups called action learning sets or two-in, two-out team. It enables each person to reflect on and review the action they have taken and the learning points arising. This should then guide future action and improve performance. The method stands in contrast with the traditional teaching methods that focus on the presentation of knowledge and skills. Action learning focuses on research into action taken and knowledge emerges as a result that should lead to the improvement of skills and performance.
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Where is action learning appropriate? Action learning works where individuals have some responsibility for the introduction of new ways of working or the achievement of complex tasks. It is especially useful where learners have to learn how to work across functions in an organization or across organizations. Action learning is a highly effective means of learning, with low cost. Sponsors and set members have expectations of outcomes such as task accomplishment and developing the capacity to learn or to lead.



3.5.5 Assignments and projects This is a very flexible training device. Such special assignments and projects grow ordinarily out of an individual analysis of weaknesses. The trainee may be asked to perform special assignments and projects; thereby he learns the work procedure. Sometime a task force is created consisting of a number of trainees representing different functions in the organisation. Trainees not only acquire knowledge about the assigned activities, but also learn how to work with others.



3.5.6 Seminars Seminar is, generally, a form of academic instruction, either at an academic institution or offered by a commercial or professional organization. It has the function of bringing together small groups for recurring meetings, focusing each time on some particular subject, in which everyone present is requested to actively participate. Normally, participants must not be beginners in the field under discussion. The idea behind the seminar system is to familiarize students more extensively with the methodology of their chosen subject and also to allow them to interact with examples of the practical problems that always occur during research work. It is essentially a place where assigned readings are discussed, questions can be raised and debates can be conducted. It is relatively informal, at least compared to the lecture system of academic instruction.
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3.5.7 E-Learning One of the latest forms of learning is electronic learning, known as e-learning, using electronic methods, methodology and technologies. The new century places a premium on innovation, speed and new ways of working. In order to succeed in this new environment, employees must continually acquire new skills and new ways of managing information and knowledge. New technology is also driving many new changes in the way training is delivered.



E-learning



creates the environment for a learning revolution that can create new opportunities. What is e-learning? E-learning is not new and has been around in some form or another for the past 10 years and it is expected that a quarter of all learning will take place electronically in five years time. Elearning involves the delivery and administration of learning opportunities and support via computer, network and web-based technology, to help individual performance and development. In its broadest form, e-learning encompasses: 



The provision of information vie information or communication technologies in a very accessible and immediate way that can enable individuals to refresh or extend their knowledge and improve their performance;







The provision of interactive learning materials and packages designed to facilitate e-learning focus mainly on IT skills and, to a lesser extent, on softer skills (people-to-people training) such as general management skills, or more specific aspects of management such as interviewing, negotiation and conducting meetings;







At the third level, e-learning is multi-dimensional and embraces both the first two levels in a wider performance support framework. This is coupled with processes to administer and monitor learning provision and outcomes, and to provide learners with various forms of support from experts and peers.



In administration, e-learning can provide access to



learning resources including previews, registration and tracking of use.
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3.5.8 Distance learning Distance education, distance learning, dlearning, or D-Learning is a mode of delivering education and instruction, often on an individual basis, to students who are not physically present in a traditional setting such as a classroom. Distance learning provides access to learning when the source of information and the learners are separated by time and distance, or both.



3.5.9 Workshop Workshops are an excellent way to teach employees new skills or to help them learn new tasks. In order to be effective, a training workshop must be carefully planned and developed to ensure that the subject matter is covered thoroughly and reinforced in a way that will allow employees to use it on the job. Effective development will take some time upfront, but following the proper steps helps ensure that the workshop will be an effective training experience.



3.5.10 Job Shadowing Job Shadowing is a work experience option where students learn about a job by walking through the work day as a shadow to a competent worker. The job shadowing work experience is a temporary, unpaid exposure to the workplace in an occupational area of interest to the student. Students witness firsthand the work environment, employability and occupational skills in practice, the value of professional training and potential career options. Job shadowing is designed to increase career awareness, help model student behavior through examples and reinforce in the student the link between classroom learning and work requirements. Almost any workplace is a potential job shadowing site.
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Job shadowing is limited in that allows students to observe only; direct work experience, responsibility and skills are not acquired. While integration of school and work is implied, there is little if any curriculum alignment between the school and occupational area.



3.5.11 Secondments A secondment is where an employee temporarily changes job roles within the same company or transfers to another organization for an agreed period of time. Secondments can be to organizations within the private or public sector, or to a nonprofit making organization, such as a charity or government body, and usually last between 3 to 24 months. Secondments within an external organization can range from management staff being seconded to an external company to give them experience of managing a different organisation, to technical staff taking secondments with suppliers or customers to gain experience of the supply chain.



Secondments benefit all parties involved; the employee, the employer and the host



organization. Employees benefit from taking secondments as they are an excellent way to explore different career possibilities without them leaving their current job. They are a valuable way of offering employees



professional



development



and



career



opportunities,



especially



within



flat



organizational structures where promotion may be limited. Professional placements give employees the opportunity of acquiring new skills whilst continuing their employment with the same organization. Secondees often acquire valuable experiences whilst on placement and generally gain a broader outlook. Taking a secondment also demonstrates an employee‘s flexibility and adaptability, both of which are desirable qualities to future employers. Most importantly secondments give employees the opportunity to improve their career possibilities by developing their CVs. Employers benefit from allowing employees to take secondments in many ways. Employees that have taken a secondment acquire transferable skills and knowledge that they can put into 42



practice once they return to their original position. These skills can then be communicated across the team and other departments within the organization to improve and enhance the skill set of other staff. Secondments also give the organization the opportunity to build a wider network if the secondment is taken in an external company. Host organizations also benefit where the employee is taking a secondment in an external organization. The main benefit to them is that they gain assistance with projects, usually from skilled personnel. They also get an external perspective and transferable skills from the secondee,



which



can



be



beneficial



for



the



project



and



the



organisation.



3.5.12 Conferences This is also an old method, but still a favourite training method. In order to escape the limitations of straight lecturing many organisations have adopted guided-discussion type of conferences in their training programmes In this method, the participants pool their ideas and experience in attempting to arrive at improved methods of dealing with the problems which are common subject of discussion) Conferences may include buzz sessions that divide conferences into small groups of four or five for intensive discussion. These small groups then report back to the whole conference with their conclusions or questions. Conference method allows the trainees to look at the problem from a broader angle. These conferences, however, have certain limitations. Unless the discussion is directed to the fell needs of the participants that may well feel that the whole session is useless.
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3.5.13 Other training methods Method: What it is



What it can achieve



Points to watch



Lecture Structured, planned talk. Usually



Suitable



accompanied by visual aids, OHP



where



or flip charts



needed.



for



large



audiences



participation



is



Lively



style



need.



not



Communication of material can



Content and time can



be limited if no provision is



be planned in detail



feedback to trainer



Case Study Examination



of



events



or



Opportunities



exist



for



both



situations – often real life –



exchange of views on ―what



usually aimed at learning by



matters‖



analysing the retailed material or



solving.



and



for



Simple cases may give the wrong impression of reality.



problem-



defining and posing solutions for problems Discussions Free exchange of information,



Especially



opinions,



controlled



development or adjustment of



discussion my follow a planned



attitudes and opinions. Promotes



path, with the leader controlling



group cohesion.



etc.



A



suitable



for



May be time consuming



the agenda



3.6. Training Budgets Organisations commonly use budgets as financial control systems. There are normally specific periods which must be budgeted for, while organisations usually have their own unique financial management systems, of which the training budget forms part.



Budgets are part of the



planning process but also a very important controlling tool. However, they should be flexible as possible to provide for unknown factors. 44



Training costs are not always clearly identifiable, which means that decisions are not always easy to make, for example, where dos on-the-job or in-service training fit in? Is it part of the salary of the supervisor who presents the training allocated to the training department, and if so, who keeps records of such expenses? Another view is that the training provided by the supervisor must be carried out by his or her own department.



Notwithstanding such vague areas, certain expenses will be clearly



identifiable, while other expenses will be concealed in the various departmental budgets. The role of accurate record-keeping in the budgeting process is of the utmost importance, since some budget items are normally based on historical data. There are a variety of methods according to which budgets can be established, and that indicate who is responsible for the training budget. Three groups are proposed: 



A central budget by the training manager







Individual budgets by supervisors or line managers







A shared budget, where the training department budgets for generic aspects, and line managers for specific items.



One advantage of a central budget is that all training is based in one department and some measure of standardization is introduced. A disadvantage is that line managers do not assume responsibility for training within their sections. However, the approach can be followed that the line manager assumes full responsibility for raining staff. Such an approach implies the creation of a forum where the training priorities of the enterprise as a whole are determined before specific allocations are made. The third approach has the advantage that generic aspects such as general training expenses (for example, expenses with regard to classrooms and teaching aids) devolve upon training managers, while line managers remain responsible for the training outputs by, for example, determining who must be trained and by whom.
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Training expenses must be justifiable in terms of the overall business plans of the organisation. The following aspects must receive attention in the preparation of a training budget. 



Existing and future training needs: Decide whether existing training interventions will be retrained – for example, induction and supervisory training. The focus falls specifically on routine training aspects. Line managers should also be consulted to determine whether new training is required because of technological development and whether there are special training needs because changing organisation strategies have necessitated the initiation of new training.







Facilities: Determine whether facilities for presenting training are or will be available.







Suitable personnel: Make provision for the recruitment or retraining of training personnel.







Salaries: Make provision for the salaries of training personnel.







Personnel development: Make adequate provision for expenses relating to personnel development.







Sundry costs, including: o



Travelling expenses;



o



Bursaries;



o



Training material;



o



Fees for consultants, guest speakers or part time trainers



o



Refreshments



Training should benefit the organisation as well as the trainees.



Training should be cost-



effective as this is the first part where organisations cut on expenses when there is a recession in the economy.



3.7. Training Costs The costs of learning may be difficult to decipher without an all-inclusive cost analysis system. Many trainers perpetually defend their approach through a comprehensive justification of course content, methodology, and cost effectiveness. Once all of the relevant factors have been isolated and supported by data, it is much easier to decide when and how the training will be conducted, if at all. Similarly, with the right data the decision to conduct training in-house or by
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an outsourcer can be determined. Some of the questions that must answered to determine training costs include: Facilities: Where will the training be conducted? Are hotel rooms and meeting space required? If the training is Web or computer based, are specific resources dedicated to the equipment, utilities, software and hardware maintenance? Are participants reimbursed for lodging when they attend overnight training? Instructors: Are facilitators paid a salary, per diem, or billed by an outside firm? Are trainer expenses considered? Does the company have to pay to certify the instructors or pay any license fees to use the materials? Participants: What are the combined salaries and benefits costs that will be dedicated to the time spent on training? What is the price for the time spent out of the office, at seminars, traveling, or preparing for training while still at work? Material format: What type of materials will be used? Is the media, books, tapes, CD-Rom, Web-based or video? How will the material be obtained? Any shipping, packaging, or transmission costs? If the material is developed in-house is the talent available or must the company recruit the technical expertise? Will the materials still be timely and technologically relevant when the training is actually delivered? If not, what are the redesign costs? Communication and marketing: Will materials be produced to generate interest in the training? Brochures, pamphlets, direct mail, postage, and Web sites all have development costs in addition to material cost. Will time be spent by senior managers selling the training internally? Will employees be actively solicited through kick-off and information meetings? How much time will be spent learning about the training? Tuition reimbursement: What is the cost of the actual benefit as described in the company policy? What is the level of utilization by the employee population? What are the costs of communicating the program and processing the benefit? Does the company policy exclude reimbursement for unsuccessful completion of course requirements? An important aspect of the trainers planning



task is to present training in the most cost-



effective manner possible. One method of planning for training expenses is to use a budget.
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3.8. Summary In this chapter we looked at designing a learning programme, learning objectives, Bloom‘s taxonomy of educational objectives, adult learning, experiential learning, self directed learning, delivery methods and training budgets and training costs.



3.9. Useful Web-Sites http://coe.sdsu.edu/eet/articles/bloomrev/index.htm On Bloom‘s taxonomy http://adulted.com/cs/coursedesign/a/objectives3_3.htm About objectives
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LEARNING OUTCOME 4: ASSESS THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A TRAINING PROGRAMME There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which should not be done at all. Peter F.Drucker



CHAPTER OBJECTIVES When you have finished this chapter you should be able to: 



Conduct a review of the success of a training programme (P4)







Evaluate the effectiveness of a training programme (D2)



4.1 Introduction In today‘s environment of increased accountability, the training evaluation process is a critical component of an organization‘s training program. Organizations administering the program not only are accountable for what employees learn, they also are accountable for ensuring that employees transfer their knowledge to their work performance. Training evaluation should focus on the planning, design, content and delivery, as well as the implementation and achievement of objectives of the training.



4.2 Evaluation Evaluation of training and development is the most essential aspect of training programme. Generally all good training and development programmes start with identification of training and development needs and ends with evaluation of training
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According to Topno (2012) the process of evaluating training and development has been defined by a number of authors. These are as follows: 



―any attempt to obtain information (feedback) on the effects of training programme and to assess the value of the training in the light of that information. In other words evaluation may be defined as the systematic collection and assessment of information for deciding how best to utilise available training resources in order to achieve organisational goals. In other words training evaluation refers to process of collecting and measuring the outcomes needed to determine whether training is effective.







The evaluation design refers to the collection of information – including what, when, how and from whom – that will be used to determine the effectiveness of the training programme.







Evaluation of training and development involves assessing whether it is achieving its objectives, it is effective or not. Training effectiveness refers to the benefits that the company and the trainees receive from training. Benefits for trainees may include learning new skills or behaviour. Benefits for the company may include increased sales and more satisfied customers. However, it is very difficult to measure the effectiveness of training and development because of its abstract nature and long term impact on the trainees and the organisation.



An evaluation of a training programme can help an organisation meet different goals during the life of training programme. Evaluation of training programme has two basic rules aims – assessing training effectiveness, and using it as a training aid. The primary aim of evaluation is to improve training by discovering which training processes are successful in achieving their stated objectives. Since evaluation affects learning, it can also be put to use as a training aid (knowledge of results facilities good learning). The other purposes of training evaluation include the following: 



To determine whether the training and development objectives are being met.







To determine the effectiveness of the different components of training and development programme (e.g. contents, training aids, facilities and environment, programme schedule, presentation style, the instructor etc.)







To determine whether the training and development programme justifies the cost.
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To decide who (number and type of potential participants) should participate in future programme.







To assess which participants gained the most or the least from specific programmes.







To gain practical insight in order to design, develop and deliver more effective future programmes.







To conform to policy guidelines and documentation of training and development efforts.







To check the extent of transfer of learning i.e. the extent to which a trainees applies to his/her job.







To determine if the training programme maps to the needs the trainees.



Evaluation is according to Bramley (2006: 6) a process of establishing the ―worth‖ of something. Evaluation of training is a process of gathering information with which to make decisions about training activities. It is necessary so that decisions can be based on evidence. The evaluation should be about the process of training, the changes in behavior or improvement in performance, the cost effectiveness of training. It is however, important to identify the purpose of the evaluation. Most of the purposes proposed for evaluation of training can be grouped as follows: 



Feedback: on the effectiveness of the training activities.



The most common reason for



evaluating training is to provide quality control over the design and delivery of training activities; 



Control: over the provision of the training. This relate to the training policy and practice to the different goals or levels (organisational, departmental or individual) and if the chosen method is the best of achieving expected changes; and







Intervention: into the organisational process that affect training. This affects the view of the people concerned or affected by the training.



The purpose of training evaluation includes: 



Improved quality of training activities;







Improved ability of the trainers to relate inputs to outputs;







Better discrimination of training activities between those that are worthy of support and those that should be dropped;







Better integration of training offered and on-the-job development;
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Better cooperation between trainers and line managers in the development of staff;







Evidence of the contribution that training and development activities are making on the organisation;







Closer integration of training aims and organisational, departmental and individual objectives;







Allow the effectiveness of differing approaches to be compared; and







Provide feedback for the trainers about their performance and methods.



4.2.1 The four levels of Learning Evaluation A number of models were developed to evaluate training, but the most widely used and popular model for the evaluation of training programs is known as "The Four Levels of Learning



Evaluation." The model was defined in 1959 by Donald L. Kirkpatrick in a series of articles that appeared in the US Training and Development Journal. Kirkpatrick redefined the evaluation model with his 1998 book "Evaluating Training Programs: The Four Levels." The idea behind the model is for an organization to have meaningful evaluation of learning in the organization. The four levels of the model are: Level 1: Reaction Level 2: Learning Level 3: Behavior Level 4: Results Level 1: Reaction Level 1: Reaction Kirkpatrick refers to Level 1 as a measure of customer satisfaction. Most of the forms that people fill out at the end of a class or workshop are instruments for measuring Level 1. Here are 8 guidelines that Kirkpatrick recommends to get maximum benefit from reaction sheets: 1. Determine what you want to find out 2. Design a form that will quantify reactions 3. Encourage written comments and suggestions 4. Get a 100 percent immediate response 52



5. Get honest responses 6. Develop acceptable standards 7. Measure reactions against standards and take the appropriate action 8. Communicate reactions as appropriate. Level 2: Learning Kirkpatrick defines learning as the extent to which participants change attitudes, increase knowledge, and/or increase skill as a result of attending a program. So to measure learning the following needs to be determined: 



What knowledge was learned







What skills were developed or improved







What attitudes were changed



Here are guidelines for evaluating learning: 1. Use a control group if it is practical 2. Evaluate knowledge, skills, and/or attitudes both before and after the program. Use a paper and pencil test to measure knowledge and attitudes and use a performance test to measure skills. 3. Get a 100 percent response 4. Use the results of the evaluation to take appropriate action. Level 3: Behavior Level three can be defined as the extent to which a change in behavior has occurred because someone attended a training program. In order for change in behavior to occur, four conditions are necessary: 



The person must have a desire to change







The person must know what to do and how to do it







The person must work in the right climate







The person must be rewarded for changing



Here are some guidelines for evaluating behavior: 1. Use a control group if that is practica
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2. Allow time for a change in behavior to take place 3. Evaluate both before and after the program if that is practical 4. Survey and/or interview one or more of the following: trainees, their immediate supervisors, their subordinates and others who often observe their behavior. 5. Get a 100 percent response 6. Repeat the evaluation at appropriate times 7. Consider cost versus benefits Level 4: Results This involves measuring the final results that occurred because a person attended a training session. This can include increased production, improved work quality, reduced turnover, etc. Level four can be difficult because it must be determined what final results occurred because of attendance and participation in a training program. The conditions that the trainee is operating in must also be evaluated. It is important to determine whether the conditions set forth above in Level 3 have been met. If there are conditions in the office that prevent the trainee from using the knowledge that they have learned, than the training cannot be faulted for not "doing the job." The problem lies in the conditions that the employee is working in. How many times have you heard, "Oh, forget what you learned in training, that's not how we do it in this office." This is a clear example of a conditional problem with the operating environment. Here are some guidelines for evaluating results: 1. Use a control group if it is practical 2. Allow time for results to be achieved 3. Measure both before and after the program if it is practical 4. Repeat the measurement at appropriate times 5. Consider cost versus benefit 6. Be satisfied with evidence if proof is not possible
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What is important about evaluation, is that the planning, design, delivery, implementation must be evaluated as well as if the objectives identified at the beginning were achieved through the training intervention.



4.3 Methods for evaluating the effectiveness of a training programme There are different ways to review the success of a training programme. Some organisations use mystery shoppers to review customer service skills or questionnaires (especially for external trainers). The use of a relevant method depends on a number of factors such as the nature of training, time available for evaluation, staff availability and the size of the organisation.



4.3.1 Types of evaluation Evaluating the training addresses how one determines whether the goals or objectives were met and what impact the training had on actual performance on the job. Generally there are four kinds of standard training evaluation: 



Formative







Process







Outcome







Impact.



Formative evaluation provides ongoing feedback to the curriculum designers and developers to ensure that what is being created really meets the needs of the intended audience. Process evaluation provides information about what occurs during training. This includes giving and receiving verbal feedback. Outcome evaluation determines whether or not the desired results (e.g., what participants are doing) of applying new skills were Achieved in the short-term. Impact determines how the results of the training affect the strategic goal
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4.3.2 Evaluation Methods The various methods of training evaluation are: 



Observation







Questionnaire







Interview







Self diaries







Self recording of specific incidents







Customer comments or mystery shoppers







Training audits



4.3.2.1 Questionnaires Questionnaires offer a structured tool that may provide both quantitative and qualitative information about employee reactions to the training event. The questionnaire should focus on both training content and delivery. The training content section should target questions to ascertain whether the training materials provide useful information that will assist in performing work tasks and whether the employee is more knowledgeable about the subject matter following the training event. The training delivery section should determine whether the information was presented in a logical order, at the appropriate level of detail and in an appropriate format.



This information will assist the training department in determining how



the training material should be revised or supplemented and whether the training medium used is best suited to the training content. It will also allow the training department to maintain an internal inventory of training vendors or offerings that have been rated best or least effective. This is probably one of the easiest and simplest instruments to create for data collection. However this apparent simplicity belies the fact that creating and organising your questions can be quite arduous and time consuming. You should be clear about the areas and concerns that the questionnaire is to cover. Do not attempt to ask everything as this will tend to make the questionnaire too long and by so doing decrease the willingness of the respondent to answer fully and thoughtfully.
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Advantages 



Covers a lot of information in a simple format.







Allows for anonymity, perhaps eliciting more genuine responses.







Fairly simple to administer.







Easy to collate and analyse.



Disadvantages 



Difficulty in getting a useful response rate (not everybody returns the questionnaire).







Open ended questions are more difficult to categorise.







Responses may be based on the more memorable events (either good or bad).







Any follow-up must be done through interviews.







Necessary to keep the questions focused and to ask the right kind.







Can become merely ―feel good‖ tick sheets.



4.3.2.2 Observation Observation is another evaluation method that provides information regarding employee reactions to the training. Training department personnel should observe employee interaction, level of engagement with training instructors and responses to course content. This evaluation technique may be informal or highly structured. Informal observation can be used to provide general information about the training structure. Alternatively, highly structured observation focuses on monitoring particular points in the training event and commonly involves the utilization of a checklist of the points to be observed. Again, as with any instrument the better prepared and the more focused an observation is the more likely it is that useful data can be collected. Although with video-taped recordings it is possible to make observations at a later date, it is far better to have a sense of what one is seeking to observe whether it be inter-personal communications, skills or behaviour patterns (e.g. study strategies - note taking, etc.) Use of a structured observation sheet is essential whether the session is video-taped or not. If video-taping is not possible, then the use of a tape-recorder is useful as students verbal
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interactions and comments may be synchronised with the notes and comments from the observation sheets. 4.3.2.3 Employee Portfolio (Trainer/trainee feedback) The employee portfolio is an effective means of providing information to employees as well as their managers about the level of mastery of particular knowledge, skills or abilities following a training event. The employee portfolio should be designed to be used for informational purposes only. The results of the portfolio are not intended to be linked to employee performance evaluations. To implement this concept, employees should be required to identify the learning objectives of the training and within a 60-day time frame develop a work sample for review by the manager that demonstrates the application of their learning. The business unit manager should be required to ensure that within that time frame employees are assigned activities that will allow them to produce the portfolio. After receiving the portfolio, the manager should review it and provide feedback to the employee on strengths and areas for improvement. Indicators for successful training include: 



Labour turnover







Productivity measures







Quality improvements







Performance indicators such as sales figures and customer feedback.
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4.4. GIVING FEEDBACK There are some situations when assessments are made without feedback, or with limited feedback. For example, if you take an educational qualification examination, you will probably be told only the grade that your efforts were assessed as being worth. In most training situations, you have to do more than this. You have to explain the reasons for giving the assessment that you did and what the learner must do to correct any deficiencies. This process requires tact and sensitivity. There are two outcomes to be particularly avoided: 



Telling people that what they are doing is fine when in fact it is not.







Crushing them so that they do not wish to continue with the learning.



Feedback should be given to include ‗points for improvement‘. Incidentally, it does not matter what you call such feedback – some people will regard it as criticism. It is important to spend time diminishing this feeling by explaining the purpose of the feedback before the assessment event, and ensuring that certain rules are followed. In technical training, feedback is often easily given in that there may be a definite right or wrong answer. In ‗softer‘ subjects a degree of subjectivity is present which can lead to differences of opinion and interpretation. Often more than one person can be involved in giving the feedback and other learners‘ perceptions may be as good as or better than the trainers‘. Certain rules may apply to giving of feedback. 



It should always be remembered that giving feedback in front of others is a very special situation. People have a right to their individuality and integrity, and the opportunity to five the feedback is not a licence to 'have a go' at someone.







Offer feedback on what has been observed and try not to read motives someone's behavior which might not really be there: o Say: 'I noticed that you avoided eye contact with the interviews,' o Rather than ' you seemed to be scared of the interviewee.'







Try to avoid being judgmental. Terms such as 'poor' or 'bad', or phrases like 'you shouldn't have … ' will make you sound like an old-fashioned schoolteacher. Instead, point out what
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was effective or ineffective. You can, however, say how you felt; I felt I was being put on the spot when you chose me.' 



Focus on behavior that can be changed. Telling someone that he tends to turn his back to the audience a lot may be useful; telling him that he would be more imposing if he were taller is not. Some feedback, even if valuable, needs to be given in private rather than in front of a group ( eg comments about clothing or grooming).







Do not overload people with things to work on or change. Concentrate on two or three key aspects for improvement. If someone is given a long list of areas that need improvement, he or she will feel demoralized and will not know where to start.







Asking people what they thought of their own performance can be useful. It allows them a chance to acknowledge shortcoming for themselves, which may be more comfortable. You can also ask them why they did certain things and not others. Perhaps a learner will say that she chose to experiment, to do things differently from how she normally does. This can then lead on to a useful discussion of the two approaches.







In many feedback situations mistakes are all right. The whole point of the exercise is to learn from making mistakes. People also learn from observing other's mistakes. For this reason, those who go first are at a disadvantage, and later participants will have had the chance to avoid certain pitfalls. Bear this in mind if assessing performance.







Comment on the things that were done will. Sometimes people are not aware of their own competence and need to be told. This helps to build confidence and sustain motivation.



One problem with verbal feedback is that it can be quickly forgotten. A useful idea when a video-camera has been used to make a recording, perhaps of a presentation or an interview, is to leave the tape running to record the feedback as well. The learner can then play this back to himself or herself as required. Another option is to give written feedback. If you are making systematic assessments of a skilled performance, it makes sense to use the same format for feedback to the learner. It is also good practice to let people know what they will be assessed on and given feedback on before they perform rather than afterwards. An example of a potential assessment sheet is given below.
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4.5. Records Having completed any form of training, you will need to enter the details in some form of recording system. There are many reasons why training record should be kept: 



To monitor overall level or training activity







To form the basis for assessing the effectiveness of the training function







To meet statutory requirements







To meet the requirements of a quality system







To build up a record of an individual's learning and achievements







To provide evidence for CPD submissions







To provide, or point to, evidence of prior learning for NVQ assessments







To form a database of what individual trainers or external companies have done







To link back to the training needs analysis



All record-keeping is tedious for most of us. But it is absolutely essential so that we can answer legitimate question such as: 



Has anyone from here ever attended a course at the XYZ center?







What training has Sarah Smith been given since she started?







Has everyone been on the diversity awareness programme now?







Can I have a list of everyone who went to that outdoor development programme last year?







How do we monitor our training to ensure that it is conducted is accordance with the equal opportunities guidelines?







What was the average overall rating of these three programmes ?







On average. How many days training do managers get here each year?







Did that chap who had the accident with the grinding wheel attend the regulation training ?







Who ran that brilliant leadership programme four years ago?







I'm applying fpr that job at head office. Can you give me a list of all the training I've attended since I came here ?
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Nowadays, there is a lot of readily available software to assist with this. You may already have a system in place, or you might need to set one up from scratch. Some of the providers of training administration software will supply demonstration disks to help you assess their suitability for your needs. You may need special features such as fancy graphics and compatibility with other software – or a simple home-grown spreadsheet might suffice. Otherwise, ask other trainer what they use – and whether they are happy with it. Most training departments would be pleased to help, and would probably let you have a look at their systems. You may be able to manage without a computerized system, especially in a small organisations. Even if you do use a computerized system, you will also (probably) need a file for each individual where paper records, copies of certificates, handwritten assessments, etc, will be kept. If you decide to become paperless, absolutely everything will need to be entered. You will also (probably) want to keep a file on each training event. This will contain a copy of the program me, participants, joining instructions, maybe a leaflet from the hotel used, evaluation forms and other information. Although computers are great, for some purposes it is often faster to pull out a folder and look through it rather then search through a complex computer database.
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